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Abstract
A control strategy for expert systems is presented
which is based on Shafer's Belief theory and the
combination rule of Dempster. In contrast to
well known strategies it is not sequentially and
hypotheses-driven, but parallel and self
organizing, determined by the concept of
information gain. The information gain,
calculated as the maximal difference between the
actual evidence distribution in the knowledge
base and the potential evidence determines each
consultation step. Hierarchically structured
knowledge is an important representation form
and e xperts even use several hierarchies in
parallel for constituting their knowledge. Hence
the control strategy is applied to a layered set of
distinct hierarchies. Depending on the actual data
one of these hierarchies is choosen by the control
stratgey for the nex t step in the reasoning
process. Provided the actual data are well matched
to the structure of one hierarchy, this hierarchy
remains selected for a longer consultation time. If
no good match can be achieved, a switch from
the actual hierarchy to a competing one will
result, very similar to the phenomenon of
"restructuring" in problem solving tasks. Up to
now the control strategy is restricted to multi
hierarchical knowledge bases with disjunct
hierarchies. It is implemented in the expert
system IBIG (inference by information gain),
being presently applied to acquired speech
disorders (aphasia).
1 Introduction

The performance of an expert system is essentially
determined by two important factors: the completeness of
the knowledge base with respect to the expert knowledge
and the ability of the control strategy to make adaquate
decisions even in those cases where the actual data are
irregularily distributed across the knowledge base. To
overcome these problems we shall introduce a knowledge
base enabling the incorporation of diverse knowledge
structures and a formally derived control strategy. The
control strategy is based on the concept of information.
Information gain is calculated as the difference between the
actual evidence distribution and the potential one, where
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evidence is handled by Shafer's belief theory and
Dempster's rule of combination. In the first section of this
paper, we shall introduce the multi-level knowledge base.
The control strategy will be described in the second
section. The strategy is first derived for a single hierarchy
and is then extended to a restricted version of the multi
level model, a model with an arbitrary number of
disjunctive hierarchies.
2 The knowledge base
2.1 Common knowledge bases

Common knowledge bases in expert systems with a
symbolic knowledge representation can be classified into
two categories: single-structure knowledge bases, like the
one representing knowledge within one strict hierarchy
(e.g., the medical expert system MEDIKS (Chang 1984)),
and integrated structures where two or more relationships
are linked in one net structure (e.g., the systems E XPERT
(Weiss 1979) or CADUCEUS (Miller 1984)). The first
category has to deal with the problem that, in most cases,
the knowledge of a certain domain is not completely
covered by one structure, e.g. one single hierarchy. This
implies that necessary inferences cannot be drawn in the
reasoning process. Thus, the idea of one best structuring
principle for all problems is not suitable (Schill 1986,
1990). The second category has to deal with the problem
that no formally derived and transparant method exists to
calculate evidence. Since this calculation is not
theoretically justified, the same is true for the reasoning
process based on it.
Common control strategies for such knowledge bases can
be characterized by the principle of partitioning. In rule
based systems a single hypothesis or an agenda with a
small number of probable hypotheses are partitioned from
all others and control the data collection process (see e.g.
MYCIN (Shortliffe 1976)). In hierachically structured
knowledge bases a continuous partitioning process starting
at the root guides the selection process of the data. The
main problem of these partitioning principles arise in
unclear consultation cases where the decision has to be
taken which of the hypotheses has to be selected from a
large list of weak hypotheses. The wrong selection may
lead to a "dead end", with no solution or an expensive
backtracking.
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2.2.

A

multi-hierarchical knowledge base

Expert knowledge can be characterized by two
components, i.e. knowledge entities and the relationships
between them. K nowledge entities can be hypotheses or
sets of hypotheses, for example diseasecategories or
diseases themselves. Typical examples for relationships
are hierarchical, causal, or temporal ones. Only both
components, entities and relationships together, allow the
constitution of expert knowledge. Thus, a knowledge-base
structure is required which allows the representation of
many diverse relationships for linking the knowledge
entities to be made.
In the expert system IBIG (inference by information gain)
(Schill 1986), a knowledge-base structure is developed that
meets the above-mentioned requirements or supports their
further development. The knowledge base is modeled by
the parallel representation of an arbitrary number of
separate layers. The idea is to represent on each level or
layer one specific relationship linking the appropriate
knowledge entities. Thus, such a base may have one
causal layer, perhaps two different hierarchical ones
( knowledge of a certain domain can often be represented by
two or more different hierarchies), and a layer characterized
by temporally linked knowledge, etc..
A formally derived control strategy applicable to a
restricted form, namely a layered set of disjunctive
hierarchies, has been developed. Modelling expert
knowledge, we have observed that such hierachical
structuring is characteristic of many problem-solving
situations. As a step towards a complete knowledge
representation, not one hierarchy but many distinct ones
have to be taken into account for the reasoning process.
Thus our actual knowledge base consists of an arbitrary
number of strict hierarchies Ti,
where for all hierarchies Ti and Tj, i;tj, i, j= l.. . n,

of 2 9 are the general propositions in the domain. It is
postulated that some finite amount of belief can be spread
among various propositions A of 8 according to the
available evidence, with one and only one true
proposition. This quantity of belief m(A) is allocated to
the proposition Ac 8 and is called basic probability
number or basic belief mass (Smets 1988) and represents
our exact belief in the proposition represented by A.
A function called basic probability assignment or basic
belief assignment assigns to each subset of 8 a measure
of our belief in the proposition represented by the subset.
It is defined whenever
m: 2 9

-->

[0,1], m(0) = 0 and

L m(A) = 1 is satisfied.

Ac8
In terms of this basic belief assignment, the belief in a
proposition AC9 can be expressed as: Bel(A) =

L m(B)

BcA
Pieces of evidence are combined by the application of
Dempster's rule of combination on the basic belief
assignments. If two distinct pieces of evidence induce two
basic belief masses m 1 and m2 , the product of these
masses is allocated to the conjunction of the two focal
propositions Ai and Bj· Thus, the combination of two

basic belief masses is defined by:
m J 2(A) = K *

Im1(Ai) * m2(Bj)
i,j

Ai" B j= A
with the normalization constant K

.

if XiCTi and X jCT j then Xir-X j= 0, for all subsets Xi
and X j. The actual restriction to disjunctive hierarchies is
necessary in order to guarantee the consistent distribution
of belief induced by pieces of evidence.
To derive our control strategy, first we briefly show the
basic formulars of Shafer's belief theory and Dempster's
combination rule. An approximation of this theory for
combining evidence in hierarchies is introduced next. This
approach is used to calculate the evidence in !BIG and is a
base for the information increment strategy.
3. The control strategy
3.1 Shafer's Belief t h eory
Shafer's Belief Theory (Shafer 1976) is based on
subjective belief measures induced in experts given some
pieces of evidence. The axiom Bel(A)+Bel(AC)$1 enables
one to distinguish betweeen lack of knowledge and
nonsupporting knowledge. A set of propositions about the
mutually exclusive and exhaustive possibilities in a
domain is called the frame of discernment and is denoted

by 8. It's set of subsets is denoted by 2 8 where elements

K = (1 -

Lm1(Aj) * m2(Bj)) -1.

i,j
Aj''B j= 0

The effects of this normalization with respect to an open
or closed world assumption is critically discussed in
(Smets 1989).
Since the above shown formulas arc the basic one's for the
following derivations for further details see (Shafer 1976).
3.2 The Belief theory applied to hierarchies
Based on Barnett's approach (Barnett 1981), Gordon and
Shortliffe have developed an approximation of the belief
theory applicable to strict hierarchical knowledge
structures. Later, a correct approach requiring no essential
change of the proposed strategy was derived by Shafer and
Logan (Shafer 1987). Since the belief approach is applied
to 2 8 the important step of Gordon and Shortliffe for the
application to hierarchies was the approximation that
pieces of evidence for sets not represented in the tree must
be associated with the smallest superscts represented in the
tree. The approach is based on simple support functions, a
.
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subclass of belief functions for which the concept of
confirming and non-confirming belief has to be introduced.
In the approach of Gordon and Shortliffe non-confirming
belief for a set in the tree is confirmingly allocated to the
set-theoretical complement.
In the following, we briefly show the resulting
combination rules with which the calculation of the basic
belief mass is provided in a three-step technique. For
further details see (Gordon 1985).
Given some pieces of evidence which induce belief masses
mij for a set Xi in our hierarchy, we start by combining
these masses to reach a combined belief mass pointed
exactely at Xi and no other set in the tree. The same has to
be provided for non-confirming belief mijc and the
concerned set xic in T' ( T' is the set of all set-theoretical
complements of T). This first step must be applied to all
sets in the tree.
Thus, calculate mx for all Xi in T and mx c for all xic in
i
i
T' with:
n
n
c
(l-mi )
mx.=l(l-mij) and mx. =lI
I
.= I
j=l
J
In the second step, the combination of confirming belief
for each set in the hierarchy with respect to all other sets
is provided by calculating the aggregated basic belief mass
defined by:

rr

rr

{

In the last step, the combination of nonconfirming belief
for all sets in the tree which has attained evidence in any
earlier step is provided with the calculation:
mT 0 m x c ' then ( mT 8 m x C) 8 mx c, etc. for all X·1c
2
1
1
in T'.
Case 1: Xj � X i :
mT 8 mx c(Xj) = K
i

*

m T (Xj)

*

mx c( 9).
i

Case 2: Xj ,..., X i = 0
if Xj U Xi is a set in T U 9 :
mT 8 mx c(X j) =
i
K * [mT (Xj) + mT ( Xj U Xi ) * m x c(XjC) ]
i
if Xj U Xj is not a set in T U 9 :
mT 8 mx c(Xj) = K * mT (Xj).
i

Case 3: Xj

:::>

Xi

if Xj ,..., X ic is not a set in T :
mT 8 mx c(X) = K * m T (Xj )
i
if Xj,..., X ic is a set in T :
mT 8 m x c(Xj ) = K
i

*

mT (Xj )

*

mx c (9).
i

With these three cases, the calculation of belief masses
induced by pieces of evidence is provided in IBIG.
3.3 The information increment strategy

The development of our control strategy was guided by
two main ideas. First, to make a strategy available which
adapts itself to the actually existing data situation and
which is not predetermined like most of the known
strategies. As mentioned above, these predetermined
strategies, characterized by hypotheses-driven behaviour,
may culminate in an unsuccessful search whenever data are
ambiguous or irregularily distributed over the hierarchy
and therefore not represented in one single path. In all
these cases, the rigid, top-down partitioning processes are
not optimal. The second requirement for our strategy was
to make a theory-based strategy available which provides
an axiomatic base for further development.
The principles of our strategy first described in (Schill
1986) is to calculate the data one has to collect next to
attain the largest information gain with respect to the
actual data situation. The information gain is calculated by
the difference between the belief distribution in the
hierarchy, induced by the available pieces of evidence, and
the "potential belief distribution".
Each data item in knowledge base indicating evidence for a
set of hypotheses is associated with an a priori belief
mass.The potential belief mass is identical with this a
priori measure as long as nothing is known about this data
item. The following derivations show the influence of all
these potential belief masses in the hierarchy on the actual
given belief situation. This has to be derived for two
extreme cases, namely, the potential confirming belief and
the non-confirming belief for these data. In the following,
the potential belief of a node or hypotheses set Xi in the
tree is designated by mi.
In the first case, we assume that all presently unknown or
uncollected data, representing evidence which induce
confirming belief for a set of hypotheses Xi will be
collected and confirmed. Thus, corresponding to Gordon
and Shortliffe's first step, the potential belief is calculated
as follows:
n
mx.CX i) = 1
I

-II o-mij), where m ij are a

priori given

j=J
maximal potential belief masses.

In the second case, we analogously combine the belief for
the potential non-confirming case:
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n

ffixC(Xi) =
I

I

-IT(1-m ifl. where mif are a priori given
.

J =l
maximaJ non-confirming belief masses
Up to now, we have calculated the potential belief masses

(mx (Xj). m xC(X j)) a node or hypothesis set X j may reach
j
j
with respect to all presently unknown data.
The next step is to analyze the influences of this potential
belief on the actual belief distribution. For this analysis,
we examine elementary evidence situations in the
hierarchy consisting of only one node or hypothesis set Xi
with actual belief. It is assumed that each more complex
belief situation can be approximated by the superposition
of elementary evidence situations. Using the
approximation of Gordon and Shortliffe, we now caJculate
the influence of nodes Xj in the tree on the hypothesis set
X i . This is expressed by the potential belief mT(Xi),
which Xi attains from X j proportional to its potential
belief mass fix .. The information increment for Xi arising
J
from Xj is calculated next by the difference between the
belief mass mT(Xi) and the potential value mT(Xi)·
Depending on the intersection possibilities in the
hierarchy, the calculation of the information increment is
derived in five equations. These five equations include all
possible intersections and influences between any node Xj

and X i in the tree. Thus, the information-increment
calculation is computed in the following way: On every
node or hypothesis set Xi in the hierarchy which has
attained evidence, the equations are applied. The
information-increment arising from a node Xj is aJlocated
to this node. If more than one equation is applied to Xj,
the information increment is added. This superposition has
been used to obtain an information increment measure
related to the complete evidence distribution. The node or
hypothesis set with the largest information gain is the one
which determines the data-collection process in the next
step. For an extensive derivation of the following five
equations see (Schill 1986).
The first equation describes the information increment for

the node X from Xj with Xj E X . It is the difference
i
i
between the belief mass mT(Xi ) and the potential belief
mass mT(Xi) = (K * mx (Xi) *
i

IT mx.( 8 )) induced by

Xj"/?Xi

J

XjE'T
he potential confirming belief of X j. Thus it is calculated
by:

i

Equation 1: Xj
Xi
(all nodes without father nodes and the node itself have
potential .�:onfirming belief)
lwFC =I mT(Xi ) - (K * mx . (Xi) *
I

IT mxJ .(8)) I

Xf/Xi

X jE'T

The four other equations are analogously derived.
Equation 2 : X j " X i = 0, Xj U X i is in T ( binary
siblings which have potential nonconfirming belief)
rsiN =
I mT(Xi) - ( K* [mT(Xi)

+

{

mT(Xi U Xj) * mx C(X )J) I
j

Equation 3: Xj � Xi (the node itself or the father nodes
have potential nonconfirming belief)
c
lrFN =I mT (Xi ) - (K * mT (Xi) * mx . (8)) I
J
Equation 4: Xj c X i , Xj " xic E' T ( Xi is in a binary
sibling situation and also the .s.on nodes Xj, which have

potential non- confirming belief)

IsN= I mT(Xi) - (K * mT(Xi) * mx .c (9)) I
J
Equation 5: Xj = Xi ( the node itself has still potential
£Onfrrming belief)

IT mxk(8)) I
XkjXi

INc = I mT(Xi)- (K *mx.(Xi ) *
I

X kE'T
The suggested information increment, measures the
potential change of the knowledge state which can be
caused by new, incoming data.
This use of the concept of information is basically
comparable to similar recent approaches (Klir 1987, Smets
1983).
4. The application to a multi-hierarchical

knowledge base
For a single hierarchy the information increment strategy
described above, results in many different adaptive
behaviours.Thus e.g. depending on the actual data
situation, the control strategy is organizing itself as a
parallel search where around the centers of evidence the
node that promises the largest information gain is
choosen. Another extreme behaviour arises if all data are
strictly lying on one single path, in which case the well
known top-down partitioning behaviour can be observed.
G iven a knowledge base including a number of distinct
hierarchies and some preliminary evidence, the information
increment strategy calculates in parallel the belief
distribution for every hierarchy separately. In the next
step, the strategy computes the information gains for each
level separately. The hypothesis set with the maximal
information gain with respect to all levels determines the
next consultation step. The unknown or uncollected data
of this node will be collected and, depending on their
coincidence, the belief situation is recalculated at all levels
in the knowledge base. The control strategy thus applied
to the multi-hierarchy structure is an extension of the
previous one with one hierarchy. Depending on the actual
consultation, the control strategy might operate at one
ievel for the whole reasoning process. This appears
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whenever the structure of the problem-solving task, e.g.
the structure of the disease and the available symptoms,
fits optimally into the format of this hierarchical structure.
In the extreme opposite case, the information-increment
strategy shifts from one hierarchy in the knowledge base
to another. New data collected by the largest information
increment at one hierarchy allow the strategy to switch to
another hierarchy. Cognitively speaking, these switches
can be considered as the restructuring of the problem
solving task.
5.

Discussion

A knowledge representation scheme enabling the parallel
representation of various knowledge relationships has been
developed. This type of representation can be regarded as a
first step towards the development of knowledge base
structures which can exhaustively cover the variety of
structural relationships found in knowledge of human
experts. In contrast to other approaches the clear separation
of the knowledge structures ensures easy consistency
checks and knowledge acquisition.
For the restriction to distinct hierarchies, a formally based
control strategy was developed which is adaptive with
respect to the actual data available. For this control
strategy, based on the concept of information, no
predetermined direction in the form of a "leading
hypothesis" is given. Thus dead-end behaviour arising
from the successive hypotheses-driven strategies can be
avoided. Depending on the structure of the problem
solving task, the strategy operates by choosing one
hierarchy for a longer consultation time or by switching
between competing hierarchies, thereby implicitly
restructuring the problem-solving task. The calculation of
evidence, which is an important basis for the strategy, is
provided by an approximation of Shafer's belief theory and
Dempster's combination rule. This theory allows the use
of subjective belief measures of experts and enables one to
operate with uncertain knowledge in an adaquate way.
The application has thus far been restricted to knowledge
structures in the form of distinct hierarchies in order to
guarantee the consistent distribution of belief in the
knowledge base. We have implemented this multi-level
representation scheme, applying the information-increment
strategy in the expert system !BIG which is running on a
SUN-3 workstation. With a hypothetical knowledge base
consisting of 8 different hierarchies, where each hierarchy
represents ca. 300 nodes, the running time for evaluating
the largest information gain is 29 seconds. For a "real"
medical application the system has already been
successfully tested in a small number of cases.
Application to a medical area with a larger knowledge base
then the one of acquired speech disorders is currently in
progress.
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